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Foreword

The 2022 Australian Humanities Job Guide is an initiative by the Australia-Pacific Youth Dialogue
(APYD) to provide relevant career-building information to tertiary education students in Humanities
fields who are seeking to, or thinking about, entering the workforce. We hope to inspire and help
Humanities students in their planning and to offer guidance on how to achieve employment during or
after their degrees. The employment types covered in the Guide do not represent all of the career paths
available to Humanities graduates; the Guide is more a reflection of recent employment trends and
insights provided by successful graduates. We encourage readers to take the tips, examples and references
in this Guide as inspiration and integrate them into your own unique career plan. This Guide is the first
published by APYD and is tailored to the Australian job market. As part of our goal to empower young
professionals in the Pacific, future editions of the Guide will cover other Pacific regions. 

Research Methodology and Scope
The statistics, quotes, documents, and information included in this Guide are drawn from (1) open-
source  information collated from research and other publications and (2) our consultation with 24
university graduates from different academic institutions across Australia who completed a degree in
Humanities. The Humanities can include a wide range of subjects and concentrations: “law, languages,
philosophy, religion and mythology, international relations, gender and women’s studies, multicultural
and regional studies, popular culture, and art and music, while branches of the social sciences include
sociology, anthropology, archeology, geography, political science, psychology, communication studies,
criminal justice, demographics, library and information science, and economics.” The Guide takes this
expansive approach to defining Humanities, including all Arts and Social Sciences studies.

Disclaimer Notice
The information contained in this Guide is for general informational purposes only. It is intended as a
guide only and does not constitute professional advice, nor guarantee successful application outcomes
for readers.  Insights and advice provided by contributors in the Guide are personal and do not reflect
the viewpoint of APYD and contributors' respective employers.

Thank you  to our survey respondents, who provided their personal insights, career tips and documents
for the benefit of graduates following in their footsteps, and to Thanh Nguyen, Yasmeen Wang, Olivia
Stanley, Taylor Tutawa , Jeremy Tirang and Shonnie Puteuha who helped turn this Guide from dream
to reality.
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Part I
Career Path Options



Public sector (i.e. government) jobs span multiple
levels of government, from federal (national)
down to state and local.

The following information focuses on federal
government department roles, but is also
applicable to roles at other levels.

You can find a full list of federal government
departments and agencies here, but not all of
them offer roles through a graduate program.
Federal government department and agency roles,
also known as Australian Public Service (APS)
roles, follow a standardised level system, with the
most junior being APS1, increasing in
responsibility and experience (and salary) up to
APS6. Above this, positions are labelled ‘EL’
(Executive Leadership) and ‘SES’ (Senior
Executive Service) roles. The APS Work Level
Standards outline the differences in more detail.

Graduate roles are generally at the APS 3-4 level
and job functions include policy, analysis,
administration, project management, public-
facing and service positions.

Government departments and agencies differ
based on their duties and functions, but all
employees are expected to abide by and embody
the APS Values. These values encapsulate the
principles of good public administration and
service:

1.  Impartial
2.  Committed to Service
3.  Accountable
4.  Respectful
5.  Ethical

According to former humanities graduates who
have commenced careers in government, key hard
skills in the field include: policy and brief writing,
legislative research, and basic computer literacy. A
Bachelor’s degree is also often expected as a
minimum for application to graduate roles.

The five soft skills considered to be most
important by humanities graduates are:

When seeking graduate roles in the APS, keep in
mind that applications usually open between 9
and 12 months before the graduate program
actually commences, and recruitment processes
can last this entire period. Check the department
or agency’s website regularly for updates and note
down key dates (they are usually similar from year
to year) so you don’t miss the application period.

To work for the federal government, you will
usually need to gain a security clearance: see more
here. You can read more about graduate
recruitment in federal government departments
here.

Australian Public Service (APS) and Other Government
Departments
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Communication
26.7%

Time Management
22.8%

Organisation
20.8%

Teamwork
15.8%

Analytical Thinking
13.9%

https://www.directory.gov.au/departments-and-agencies
https://legacy.apsc.gov.au/work-level-standards-differences-document
https://www.apsc.gov.au/working-aps/information-aps-employment/aps-values
https://www.defence.gov.au/security/clearances
https://www.youngausint.org.au/post/career-insights-what-you-need-to-know-for-graduate-recruitment-to-the-public-service


Analytical Thinking
26.7%

Communication
21%

Critical Thinking
21%

Time management
16.2%

Organisation
15.2%

World Vision
The Salvation Army 
Australian Red Cross
Compassion Australia
Oxfam
Care Australia
The Fred Hollows Foundation
Save the Children Australia
Tear Australia

Unlike the government or private sector, non-
governmental organisations (NGOs) generally do
not offer graduate programs, but instead hire
graduates directly to entry-level positions. NGOs
seek candidates who are passionate about relevant
social issues, such as human rights, gender
equality and equity, racism, environmental
protection, and homelessness. The types of roles
that NGOs offer vary (you can find a detailed
range of NGO job titles here), but generally fall
into the categories of administration, community
outreach, corporate social responsibility
consulting, financial management, fundraising,
human resources management, international
development outreach, information technology
(IT), marketing and volunteer coordination. 
Navigating opportunities with NGOs can be
confusing at first, as there are many out there
focused on similar issues. A good starting point
would be to familiarise yourself with
International NGOs (INGOs) that operate in
Australia and Australian accredited NGOs. The
following NGOs recruit the most graduates:

Check the career pages of their websites to find
out more.

According to former humanities graduates who
have commenced careers with NGOs, key hard 

skills in their fields included: in-depth policy
research, workshop and volunteer facilitation and
leadership, data and budget management.
The top five soft skills are:

Non-Governmental Organisations
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https://www.thebalancecareers.com/nonprofit-job-titles-2061503
https://gradaustralia.com.au/career-planning/12-career-options-in-the-charity-sector
https://www.commonwealthofnations.org/sectors-australia/civil_society/international_ngos/
https://www.dfat.gov.au/development/who-we-work-with/ngos/list-of-australian-accredited-non-government-organisations
https://gradaustralia.com.au/charity-ngos-graduate-jobs-programs


If policy research and analysis interests you, you
might consider commencing your career at a
think tank or research institute. Broadly speaking,
in Australia these can be categorised into
academic think tanks, government think tanks,
contract research think tanks and policy advocacy
think tanks. Relevant think tanks and research
institutes for humanities students in Australia
include Lowy Institute, Australian Institute of
International Affairs, Australian Strategic Policy
Institute, and Asialink. Before applying make sure
you do sufficient research and understand the
organisation’s funding source and agenda.

Research organisations and think tanks generally
do not require entry-level employees or graduates
to possess any particular hard skills, but place
heavy emphasis on demonstrating that you are
genuinely interested in their research and field.
This could be shown by undertaking
undergraduate research in their field, attending
their conferences and forums, and engaging
through internships, volunteering and
networking. As you will be researching and
analysing policy and producing policy briefs and
documents, excellent writing skills are highly
sought after by think tank and research institute
recruiters. 

In terms of soft skills, a survey respondent
currently in a Strategic Engagement, Program,
and Research Coordinator role noted that
decision-making skills are essential:

“I work in a role where I have a huge amount of
autonomy, and often have to make important
decisions that could have a financial or
reputational impact on the organisation with very 

little oversight. While difficult, this is an
incredible learning experience and builds and has
strengthened my confidence and strategic thinking
immensely.”

Other top soft skills endorsed by humanities
graduates for working with research institutes and
think tanks are:

Read more about entry-level employment at think
tanks and research institutes here (non-Australia-
specific).

Research Institutes and Think Tanks
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Problem-solving
23%

Communication
23%

Time Management
20%

Teamwork
20%

Collaboration
14%

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/227953503_A_New_Era_for_Think_Tanks_in_Public_Policy_International_Trends_Australian_Realities
https://80000hours.org/career-reviews/think-tank-research/


Although not immediately obvious, the private
sector also offers roles for humanities graduates.
Sections within businesses that offer
Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG)
assurance or social impact consulting are one such
option. However, other service areas may also
accept humanities graduates depending on their
skills and experiences. A Deloitte report lists a
range of technical skills that humanities graduates
champion, but more importantly highlights that
they possess transferable soft skills currently in
demand due to labour market skill gaps. The
usual emphasis on STEM education (Science,
Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics) is
expanding to become STEAM, with the inclusion
of Arts, as many private sector recruiters find the
soft skills that humanities students possess
increasingly attractive. 
Survey respondents in private corporations point
out that investing time in additional studies and
experiences outside of your primary field of
education can be helpful (see section 3.3 for more
on this).
The top five soft skills according to the
respondents we consulted are:

Private Sector
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Analytical Thinking
25%

Communication
20%

Problem-solving
19%

Negotiation
19%

Collaboration
17%

https://www2.deloitte.com/au/en/pages/economics/articles/value-humanities.html
https://www.afr.com/policy/health-and-education/stem-turns-into-steam-as-employers-add-arts-to-core-degree-skill-set-20180205-h0tzw6


Part II
Preparing for Job  

Opportunities with your 

Humanities Degree



Personality
Interests
Values

Earning a degree in the humanities develops
valuable critical thinking, communication, and
soft skills which prepare you for the current and
future job markets. Hiring managers value and
look for the skill sets that humanities graduates
offer. How then can you, as a graduate in the
humanities, best prepare yourself for a successful
career after graduation? In this section, we will
recommend some simple-to-implement yet
effective strategies to use when planning your
careers.

1. Understand the value of a Humanities
education to know your strengths

Earning a humanities degree does not mean you
are expected to take a vow of poverty or devote
your life and career solely to philanthropic
purposes. The humanities is the study of human
beings through analytic and critical methods of
inquiry. Studying a humanities degree increases
your capacity for empathy, introduces you to
complex human conditions, and encourages you
to question the ethics and meaning of things from
fresh perspectives.

Career opportunities for humanities graduates are
abundant and diverse, which may make it a little
difficult for you to decide which career path best
suits you. If you do not have a clear idea of the job
you want yet, take a moment to focus on the one
thing you know the most about… yourself!
Thinking about the following factors will help
you narrow down career paths that fit your
preferences:

Skills
Strengths & Weaknesses 
Likes & Dislikes
Motivations

The more you know about what you want and
what you can offer, the easier it will be for you to
pinpoint suitable options.

2. Perform industry research and plan for your
career

Because your humanities degree will prepare you
for a variety of industries, considered research and
planning will help you decide which career
options to pursue.

Some of those jobs may require further education,
certifications, or experience. This research is
especially important for people who pursue
psychology or sociology degrees. You don’t have
to settle on one career option. Just make sure you
know what skills, experience, and additional
certifications or licences are required for the roles
you’re interested in.

3. Develop and showcase relevant skills

Developing soft skills while studying the
Humanities

Nothing prepares you better for a job than
developing relevant skills, not only through
learning but also co-curricular activities. But what
are the skills employers consider most desirable?
Some of these skills include managing people,
conducting research, making public presentations,
undertaking strategic planning, and even working 
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How to Prepare for Job Opportunities with 
Your Humanities Degree

https://www.insidehighered.com/blogs/higher-ed-gamma/preparing-humanities-majors-postgraduation-success
https://ccd.rice.edu/sites/g/files/bxs3401/files/inline-files/Humanities%20and%20Social%20Sciences%20Career%20Guide.pdf
https://www.insidehighered.com/blogs/higher-ed-gamma/preparing-humanities-majors-postgraduation-success


Leadership 
Ability to work in a team 
Strong work ethic 
Analytical/quantitative skills 
Initiative
Empathy/interpersonal skills (relating well to
and working well with others) 
Attention to detail 
Organisational ability 
Strategic planning skills 
Sociable personality 
Computer literacy
Adaptability 
Communication skills (both written and
oral) 
Problem-solving skills 
Creativity
Tactfulness 
Entrepreneurial skills/risk-taker 

with data. Employers will like you because you’re
able to think critically, work well with people,
make quick decisions, and possess excellent
analytical and communication skills.

These soft skills serve as a foundation for students
to learn the technical skills needed for their
desired position. According to Dr. Grace Glass,
Vice President of American Public University
System, “employers emphasise that while they can
train new hires in processes and content, they
can’t train what the humanities teach – effective
written and oral communication, teamwork,
critical thinking, and professionalism.”
Here is a list of skills sought by employers and
developed through the Humanities:

Research by LinkedIn on the most sought-after
job skills by employers in 2019 found that the
three most-wanted ‘soft skills’ were creativity,
persuasion, and collaboration, while one of the
five top ‘hard skills’ was people management.

You can certainly cultivate these skills in the
classroom, but it is equally important that these
skills be put to the test through practical activities.

Gain hands-on experience in the Humanities to
enrich your studies and increase your employability

Work experience helps you figure out what field
you might like to work in, understand what you
hope to get out of a career, and compare your
expectations with the reality of different fields.
This is particularly important for a humanities
student because your study is not as vocationally
oriented as medicine, engineering, or law, for
example.

Acquiring hands-on experience takes research and
time because these experiences might not be
integrated into your coursework. There are several
avenues for you to gain professional experience in
your industry, including volunteering for a non-
profit, doing freelance or contract work, or taking
an internship.

You can start searching for experience by utilising
opportunities available at your institution,
whether it is a casual position, working as a
research assistant to your favourite professor, or
running club activities for other like-minded
peers. Similarly, volunteer opportunities are
abundant, both on and off-campus – you just
need to look. You should also consider publishing
your work, such as publishing LinkedIn articles,
writing a blog, or submitting papers to academic
journals. 

Internships
Internships can make Humanities students
attractive to future employers and the importance
is almost indisputable. It gives you the experience
and connections you need, industry insights and
the skills and knowledge employers want.
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Another benefit of an internship is the
opportunity to get a taste of the occupation and
decide whether it is right for you. Internships may
vary in length, but a few months immersed in an
organisation should give you a fairly good idea of
whether you want a career in that field. This saves
you potential regrets you may have post-
graduation when you commit to a career that isn’t
for you.

More than just a ‘resume booster’, internships can
create direct pathways to full-time, permanent job
offers. Many companies offer an internship to
convert their interns to full-time employees at the
completion of the internship. For these
companies, the internship program allows them
to assess a prospective employee’s skills and fit for
the long term. 

Choosing an internship requires strategic
planning. Before applying, you might want to
write down your answers to these questions:
What will you gain from the experience? What are
your goals for the internship? What can you offer
as an intern to this employer? What are your
expectations during the internship? Answering
these questions not only ensures you find an
internship that is most suitable to your skillset
and career goals, but also helps you articulate and
communicate your self-awareness both in your
cover letter and at an interview.

Approach and treat an internship like a job. You
can start researching different companies you
want to intern at 6-12 months in advance. Be
proactive and talk to people who have either
worked or interned there. Having a mentor is
advisable. Once you know what you can expect
from an internship, you should identify and
approach a supportive mentor who is interested
in your growth. This person will be your learning
partner and can provide relevant advice and

practical training with your goals in mind.

When engaging in an internship, also remember
your value (most obviously, your time, energy,
and enthusiasm to do as much work as you can)
and know that you are there because the company
sees that value in you. You need to always remind
yourself of your worth, while also remaining
humble and showing your dedication and a
positive attitude to those around you at work. 

It is also important that you take time to reflect
during and after your experience. Revisit the
questions above to see whether you have achieved
the goals you set for yourself, what you did well
and what can be improved, whether the
internship met your expectations and if not, why,
the major projects you worked on, and what you
learned from those experiences. Answering these
questions helps you assess the success of your
internship and better guide you in your search for
the next one, as well as articulate this in future
interviews.

Part-time jobs
If you are unsure about which career path you are
interested in, there is no better thing to do than
test the water by working part-time in that field.
The key is to get experience while you are still in
university. Collecting and polishing skills that
employers seek can make you a desirable candidate
for a job early on.

For example, if you’re interested in going into
business, work for a firm during the summer and
take some accounting and management classes.
Get involved in student government and
community service to sharpen leadership skills.

Part-time employment gives you a broad range of 
 skills and experience to put in your CV and use in
the workplace.
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Learn to market your skills on your resume

While developing your resume remember to focus
on demonstrating your hard and soft skills.
Reflect on your professional and education
background, as well as the skills you can actively
demonstrate to an employer. If you have
difficulties articulating your skillset, a point of
contact can be career support services, which are
often available for free at your academic
institution. 

For hard skills which can be measured, it is best
you list them on your resume. For soft skills, only
include the ones that are relevant to the job, and 
 make sure to elaborate with examples of how you
used these skills.

Create a general resume and save it somewhere
easy to navigate on your personal device. You can
use this template resume as the foundation for
very other resume, and tailor it for different
positions. It is ideal to always tailor your resume
based on the job description so employers can
quickly identify your suitability and understand
that you have invested your time into getting the
position. 

If you include soft skills such as communication,
adaptability, or teamwork on your resume, expect
that you will be asked to demonstrate these skills
further at an interview. You need to attend the
interview prepared with specific examples from
past experiences.

It is ideal to always tailor your resume based on
the job description so employers can quickly
identify your suitability and understand that you
have invested your time into getting the position. 

If you include soft skills such as communication,
adaptability, or teamwork on your resume, expect

Situation: Set the background by providing
necessary details of your example

Task: Describe what your responsibility was
in that situation

Action: Explain what steps you took to
address the task

Result: Share what outcomes your actions
achieved, and the lesson learned

that you will be asked to demonstrate these skills
further at an interview. You need to attend the
interview prepared with specific examples from
past experiences.

You might wonder what you will be asked at an
interview. You cannot know for sure, but you can
still prepare. Common interview questions and
sample answers are readily available on the
internet and are just a Google search away.
Employers will ultimately ask questions to assess
the skills, knowledge, and personality they value in
their employees. 

When answering hypothetical questions from the
recruiters, STAR is a useful and effective method.
STAR stands for:

By using these four components to guide your
answers, you avoid digressing and losing track of
what you say. At the same time, you can provide
the interviewer with a logical answer which can be
easily followed along, making your answers much
more memorable and digestible.

If you have worked on projects with tangible
outputs such as a blog, a YouTube channel or a
publication, make sure to have included the links
to these portfolios in your resume for employers
to review before your interview.

https://apuedge.com/humanities-majors-heres-how-to-market-your-soft-skills/
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4. Networking

Another key to obtaining work experience is to be
enthusiastic and proactive: whom can you
contact? 

With about 70% of positions obtained through
networking, the importance of networking
cannot be stressed enough. Moreover, a good way
to get a feel of what a job is like is to talk to people
in the field. You can begin by using referrals from
people you know, but nothing stops you from
contacting someone you do not know before.
One common platform to utilise to expand your
network of people in your desired field is
LinkedIn.

It can be awkward to directly call up a random
stranger and ask for a favour. To make the process
more comfortable for both of you, consider
sending a message or email first to introduce
yourself, telling them how you obtained their 

contact and share some brief information about
your educational background and your career
goals. You can then go on to ask if the person may
be available for a casual catch-up. If they agree to
meet with you, set the date and time and send
them a calendar invitation so neither of you forget
about the appointment.

On the day of the appointment, arrive on time,
dress nicely, be polite and curious, and prepare a
list of questions so nobody’s time is wasted. This
process applies whether you are meeting in person
or virtually. Remember that you are the
interviewer here, and you are gathering
information, not asking for employment. If you
want to explore the prospect of gaining
employment with the organisation your contact is
with, request referrals to appropriate people who
can discuss this topic with you. And don’t forget
to send an email or message to express your
appreciation within 24 hours of the interview.

Be intentional and persistent. Email at the start or end of the day and don’t give up if you don’t
get a response from someone after a few tries. You may need to use another mode of
communicating such as a phone call or a LinkedIn message or choose somebody else.
Send your contact a message explaining what you would like to discuss and a resume for
their information before you meet. Be sure to thank them in advance.
Be flexible about meeting times. Remember that you’re the one asking for help.
Be prepared. Come with a list of questions to ask.
Keep in touch afterward. Be sure to send a thank-you note and let them know if their
information gets you any results.

5 rules for networking, according to the RICE Center for Career Development

1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

https://ccd.rice.edu/sites/g/files/bxs3401/files/inline-files/Humanities%20and%20Social%20Sciences%20Career%20Guide.pdf
https://ccd.rice.edu/sites/g/files/bxs3401/files/inline-files/Humanities%20and%20Social%20Sciences%20Career%20Guide.pdf


Part III
Resume and Cover 

Letter Examples



We have collected a number of resumes and cover letters from humanities graduates who have applied
for positions in various industries including the public sector (government), private sector (business)
and non-governmental organisations (NGOs). 

These real-world examples from former humanities graduates illustrate the many ways you could set out
your own resume and cover letters and which information you should include. Helpful tips alongside
each example explain how the writers have taken different approaches, and why it works for them. Note
that some have only supplied a resume/ cover letter instead of both. 

The samples below are intended for guidance and reference only. Names and other sensitive information
have been redacted for privacy reasons. Plagiarism or dishonest engagement constitutes infringement of
copyright law and is strictly prohibited.
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Resume and Cover Letter Examples



3

Example 1 – Resume for an Australian Public Service (APS) Graduate Role Application

AUSTRALIAN HUMANITIES JOB GUIDE 202218

Public Sector
1

Tip: Place your most relevant professional experience at the beginning of your resume. It grabs the
recruiter’s attention and highlights your fit for the role. 



Tip: Include a range of volunteering experiences that demonstrate you align with the employer’s
values. Volunteering roles can also demonstrate key skills and interests not covered by your
professional experience.

AUSTRALIAN HUMANITIES JOB GUIDE 202219

Tip: The formatting of 
this resume presents a 
breadth of experience in
a clear, structured manner. 



Tip: Insert a
hyperlink to
work that is

publicly
available
online if

providing the
resume in

digital form.
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Example 2A – Resume for Northern Territory Government Graduate Role
This resume reflects the current employment of the individual rather than an application for a new role.
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Tip: Consider incorporating boxes or tables to structure your resume, especially with text-heavy
resumes. A clear format is key to guiding recruiters through your experiences and skills.



Tip: Dense cover letters are usually not advisable, but if you find that it suits the circumstance, a
good structure helps recruiters read the letter more easily. This individual uses each paragraph to
cover a different role or experience, and the corresponding skills they obtained.
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Example 2B – Cover Letter for Northern Territory Government Graduate Role Application
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2
Non-Governmental Organisations

Example 3 – Resume of a Policy Analyst at the Australian Federation of AIDS Organisations
This resume reflects the current employment of the individual rather than an application for a new role.

3 3
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Tip: NGOs do not always offer graduate roles as an entry-level position, but it is worth exploring
whether they offer other entry-level or voluntary opportunities as a stepping stone to permanent,
full-time or part-time roles. In this example, the individual joined AFAO as an intern before
becoming a full-time policy analyst. 

Tip: This resume makes great use of bolding, bullet points, spacing, careful alignment of text and
categorisation to organise their text. The result is clean, elegant and easy to read.



Tip: Supplementing additional certifications with your primary studies could boost your resume.
Research the qualifications, certifications, specialisations, or skills that your desired job calls for and
assess whether you have the capacity to take up additional upskilling opportunities.
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Example 4A – Resume for EY Climate Change and Sustainability Graduate Role Application



Tip: Tailor the experiences and skills that you mention in your resume to the role that you are
applying for. In this case, Person 4 included a range of experiences and activities related to
sustainable development to exhibit their interest and fit for the role.
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Tip: Consider following this structure for writing cover letters: Introduction; Interest in the role;
Interest in the company; Your skills and experiences; Conclusion.
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Example 4B – Cover Letter for EY Climate Change and Sustainability Graduate Role



Tip: For design-related roles, incorporate design elements into your resume to demonstrate your
skills. This individual has introduced bold formatting, text boxes, colouring, and distinctive word
sizing to showcase their experiences and skills aligned to the role.
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Example 5A – Resume for Deloitte Digital Strategy and Design Graduate Role Application



Tip: Like the previous example, this individual supplemented their resume with relevant additional
certifications, skills and experiences acquired outside of their main studies.
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Tip: This cover letter is one of the most concise examples; condensing the individual’s skills and
experiences into a single paragraph. 
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Example 5B – Cover Letter for Deloitte Digital Strategy and Design Graduate Role Application

Tip: Cover letters are becoming less frequently requested by recruiters these days, but for
those that still require one, you should use the opportunity to showcase your background,
passion for the role, and relevant skills and experiences. Think of it as a ‘highlights reel’.



Part IV
Advice from  

Former Graduates



In this part of the Guide, we will share with you 
 other useful career tips and tricks not previously
mentioned. These are tips and tricks directly
shared with us by successful humanities graduates
who are working in various sectors including
government, law, consulting and NGOs to name
a few.

These tips and tricks can give you a better feel of
what preparation successful graduates had before
applying for their dream roles, what experience
they had and how they gained it, as well as what
skills are considered by these graduates to be
essential in ensuring your competitiveness in the
job market.

1. What kind of experience did you seek to
enrich your degree?

Security Advisor at Hanwha Defense Australia 
In my first year, I volunteered to help my
preferred political party knock on doors during
the state election in Victoria. I also applied for a
part-time data-entry role through the recruitment
agency Hays which was for Fines Victoria. They
were doing mass recruitment and anyone with the
most basic computer skills could be accepted. I
also completed winter and summer sessions
which meant I would have a lower workload later
in my degree.

In my second year, from knocking on doors
during the state election, I was able to get a similar
role at a large NGO during the federal election.
However, I had slightly more responsibilities,
leading my own team and administering other
volunteers. 

I also attended the careers conference by the
Australian Institute of International Affairs, from
which I got two great pieces of advice, "If you
don't really know what you want to do after
university, start by focusing on what you
definitely DON’T want to do and avoid it" and
"The only way you will know if you want to do
something is to try it".

I also enlisted into the Army Reserves, which I
thought would be a great opportunity for me to
try and see if I liked it but wouldn't commit
myself to serve. While the Army was not for me, it
did give me two crucial advantages when looking
for other work, one was an active Security
Clearance, and the second was that people with
military experience tend to look out for each other
when hiring.

In my third year, I interned with a Federal
Senator, which was easy to get due to my previous
involvement in the party. 

I also looked for full-time work that I could
manage concurrently with my studies. First, I
worked at a call centre dealing with Centrelink
(again, I applied for a mass recruitment drive with
Serco). Second, I applied for a government
administration job with the agency Randstad,
which was for the Department of Defence.
Having military experience and a security
clearance really helped me get that job.

As I got busier towards the end of my degree it
was good that I had completed winter and
summer subjects earlier. It meant I could work
and gain real-world experience and not be too 
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busy as I was only studying three subjects, not
four, so my grades didn't suffer.

Since I was studying Political Science, I always
presumed I wanted to work in government, so I
always looked out for opportunities that were
government-related. Fines Victoria and
Centrelink both use government policies and it
was my job to read and understand the policy and
apply it. It was not making policy, but I thought
it was one creative way that I could get some
exposure to government policy. Also, working in
a call centre or knocking on doors is a great way to
be put in unfamiliar and difficult positions,
which is a very regular question that comes up in
job interviews, "Tell us about a time when you
handled a difficult customer or co-worker, and
how did you deal with it?". Having genuine
experiences to speak to is an excellent way to
answer that question.

I also noticed a few other patterns. Hiring
managers really do not care about your grades, I
have never once mentioned or spoken to my
grades in an interview. Grades are great for
scholarships if you want to do a Ph.D., and they
might be helpful for government graduate
programs. But for many other positions, not
really. It is much more useful to have and be able
to speak to real-world work experience. Job
interviews are almost exclusively focused on
previous work experience. 

Climate Change and Sustainability Graduate at
EY
In my first year at university, since I had only
moved to Australia, I spent the entire year
focusing on studying while also adjusting to a

new environment and culture. I had an internship
experience in Hong Kong prior to starting
university in Australia through a mentor. 

In my second year, I tried to look for casual jobs in
hospitality, public relations, and admin. This is
the year when I really diversified my work
experience. During the summer holidays, I had to
travel back to Hong Kong, where I also attained a
few volunteering and project management
experiences in cultural empowerment, shark
conservation, and youth networking. 

In my third year, I worked part-time at a firm in
the international education industry and took up
a leadership role in a university society whose
work focuses on marine conservation.

In my fourth year, I worked as a casual in the
Australian Public Service, upskilled by completing
courses teaching skillsets unrelated to my degree. I
also started looking for a graduate position and
was offered a position with EY at the beginning of
my fourth year.

International Policy Officer at Department of
Defence
I studied a Bachelor of Communications majoring
in Journalism. Throughout my study, I looked to
do as many internships as possible with the
highest-profile media outlets  I could get. I also
joined on-campus groups and networks to get 
 more by-lines, frequently pitched articles for
publication, went to networking events, etc. I also
completed a journalism program in Indonesia,
with funding from the New Colombo Plan
(ACICIS Professional Practicum). Once I realised
that I wanted to work instead in International
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Relations/Policy, I sent out a lot of cold emails
trying to get internship positions in an Embassy
or Trade Commission. I completed two
internships in these areas. I also read widely and
networked in the field. I now have a job in
international policy, which I love.

Public Servant at Victorian Government
In my first year, I tested different interests by
volunteering with the Law Student Society (LSS)
as an event officer, Access Monash, YMCA
Youth Parliament, and Model United Nations. 

In my second year, I completed the VCE Summer
School with the University of Melbourne,
partook in the Vice-Chancellor's flagship
leadership program, continued my involvement
with LSS and Access Monash, and worked a part-
time job. 

In my third year, I changed my degree from law to
arts. I worked full-time as a bar manager. 

In my final year, I discovered human geography, a
major I really loved. I then completed an
internship as part of a work-integrated learning
unit. I also worked as a consultant with Monash
SEED, applied for an internship with the
Victorian Government, and completed a research
project in Malaysia. I achieved a high distinction
average for all units and was recognised as a dux of
human geography.

Assistant Language Teacher at Akita City Board
of Education (JET Programme)
In my first year, I focused on getting good grades.
I joined the UNSW United Nations Society to
improve my public speaking skills.

In my second year, I tried to maintain good
grades. I participated in the Asia-Pacific Model
United Nations Conference and joined a sub-
committee. I also volunteered at public events and
had a note-taking job with my university.

In my third year, I continued my involvement
with the UNSW United Nations Society and
continued my note-taking job. I went on
exchange to Japan. I actively sought to participate
in cultural exchange activities and did
presentations promoting exchange to Australia.

In my fourth year while on an exchange, I
continued to do presentations and participate in
cultural exchange activities. I worked as a casual at
a Japanese restaurant to gain an insight into the
Japanese workplace culture. After coming back
from the exchange, I had my first internship at a
public relations company, attended events by the
Australian Institute of International Affairs
(NSW branch) regularly for networking
opportunities and to gain more knowledge.

In my fifth year, I maintained good grades.
Besides, I volunteered for a non-government
organisation and helped with the recruitment of
volunteers. I continued to volunteer at public
events but in a team leader capacity. I got a
mentor for six months as part of a university
mentoring program. I completed a second
internship at a think-tank related to international
affairs, did casual work at a market research
company to improve active listening skills,
attended career fairs and networking events
regularly to broaden my network and applied for
graduate jobs.
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Community Engagement Officer at Universities
Admissions Centre
In my first year, I submitted articles to the student
newspaper. 

In my second year, I was the editor of the online
version of the student newspaper. The whole time
I maintained casual employment in various
sectors: retail, insurance, semi-professional roles
(starting as a personal assistant and gradually
working my way up to an executive assistant
position). 

In my fourth year, I did an international research
fieldwork trip in Indonesia and studied
sustainability practices of industries like coconut
oil and seaweed production. We also studied bird
migration patterns and analysed the impact of
plastic pollution on coral reefs. I also did a lot of
volunteer work during my undergrad and
continue to do so. I am a committee member of a
protection league for the heritage-listed beach
cabin community in Sydney's Royal National
Park and communicate heritage issues with
licence holders and government stakeholders.
This community was the focus of my Honours
thesis.

Founder/ Marketing and Communications
Consultant at Flora Street
My approach to gaining experience was consistent
from my first year to my final year of university. 
I attended workshops and events on campus and
off-campus. I volunteered for a variety of
organisations both on and off-campus. I
undertook various paid positions on and off-
campus. I was elected to several student and
youth leadership positions. 

In my third year of university, I completed
internships at the European Australian Business
Council, in the office of a United States Senator,
and at Google. I also completed exchanges with
the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA)
at their Los Angeles and Washington D.C.
campuses over this period. 

Strategic Engagement, International Cyber Policy
at The Australian Strategic Policy Institute
I complimented my studies initially by searching
for volunteer or internship opportunities. I had to
think outside the box about where to apply, as
these positions are hard to come by. I obtained my
first volunteer position doing research for a
specialist mental health service for refugees. I
obtained this by simply sending an email,
demonstrating my interest, and offering my
support wherever it could be of most value. No
positions existed as they had not ever offered a
structured program in this way - however they
created one for me. 

Alongside this, I wrote for an organisation on a
voluntary basis providing commentary and
analysis on conflicts and war. 

In my third year of undergrad, completed an
overseas exchange semester in Canada, and
studied political science. I then undertook a more
structured internship with the Australian
Institute of International Affairs. 
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2. What are the technical/soft skills required
for your first full-time position?

Private Sector
Research and writing (recommended by a former
Human Rights and Social Impact Consultant at
KPMG).

Research analysis; understanding of UN Guiding
Principles on Human Rights and Business;
understanding ESG frameworks; Corporation
Law knowledge; Climate change regulations
(domestic and international), international
human rights law more broadly (recommended by
a Human Rights and Social Impact Consultant at
KPMG).

Public policy development; awareness/subject
matter expertise of cyber policy environment;
research skills; academic qualifications
(recommended by an Associate Consultant at
Cyber CX).

Public Sector
Microsoft Office and computer literacy; the
ability to follow policy and processes; teamwork
(we had an entire interview dedicated to 'team
fit'); verbal and written communication
(recommended by a former Administration
Officer at Department of Defence).

Drafting government documents (recommended
by a former Policy Officer at the Australian Public
Service).

Policy analysis, brief writing, legislative research
(recommended by a former Graduate Policy
Officer at Queensland Government).

Good analytical writing; good command of
Word; good understanding of IT (recommended
by a former Customer Service Representative at
Australian Tax Officer).

Ability to write small-form and long-form copy;
administration competency; campaign software
management (recommended by a former Electorate
Officer at Australian Government).

Think Tanks
Digital literacy (recommended by a former
Stakeholder Communications Manager at Lowy
Institute).

Events organisation; communication skills; social
media management (recommended by an Events
and Communications Officer at Australian
Strategic Policy Institute).

Decision making; strategic thinking (I work in a
role where I have a huge amount of autonomy,
and often must make important decisions that
could have a financial or reputational impact on
the organisation, with very little oversight)
(recommended by a Strategic Engagement,
International Cyber Policy Researcher at
Australian Strategic Policy Institute).

Other Sectors
Legal research; legal knowledge; communication
skills (both oral and written); the ability to work
under pressure and with competing deadlines;
time management; leadership skills (recommended
by an Incoming Graduate at Baker McKenzie).
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Facilitation skills; management skills; budget
skills; data management, providing leadership
skills; data management, providing leadership
(recommended by a Child Protection Trainer at
Save The Children).

Analytical skills (this is because we communicate
complex issues to students and stakeholders);
public speaking; marketing skills (creating assets,
PowerPoints, social media posts and videos… for
all social media channels); video production;
script writing; editing (using Adobe Creative suite
Premiere Pro, Audition and After Effect)
(recommended by a Community Engagement
Officer at University Admission Centre).
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3. What other useful career tips you would like
to recommend to Humanities students/
graduates?

“The gut feeling about your identity and interests
is probably right. Find it because you cannot
fake genuine passion.” (Human Rights and
Social impact Consultant at KPMG; former Self-
employed Academic Tutor and Mentor )

“Like every humanities student, I aimed for a
government graduate job. The reason that
everyone says they are so hard to get is that it is
true. I tried to focus on working in Government
related fields, usually by getting administrative
roles in a government department. Ultimately,
even if your graduate applications do not succeed,
you will still have a range of experiences and skills  
which can be leveraged. One thing so well for me
consistently was recruitment agencies, which
regularly recruit for contract roles for government
administration. With some planning, these can be
done during the university break. As I mentioned
in an earlier question, in my experience,
employers do prioritise work experience over
studying. Work experience gives you references,
examples of your skills and as a bonus, contracts
usually pay quite well also.” (Security Advisor at
Hanwha Defense Australia; former
Administration Officer at Department of Defence)

“Network and search for opportunities to build
skills as early as possible during your studies.
Never be afraid to just flick someone a message on
social media - many folks will happily offer to
help a grad/student. If an opportunity doesn't
exist for the thing you want to do, create it.”
(Associate Consultant at CyberCX)

“Upskilling is important in my opinion. It shows
your curiosity to learn and that you are willing
to approach unfamiliar issues/questions.
Developing skills outside of what has been taught
in your degree would be more ideal.” (Climate
Change and Sustainability Graduate at EY;
former APS 2 Officer at Australian Government)

“Some of the best career advice I have received is
that there IS such a thing as too many
internships. It looks like you're just resume-filling
(which is very common). Only pursue internships
in areas that genuinely interest you (even if only at
the time) and try to make sure there's a 'red
thread' connecting all your experiences. Secondly,
don't be afraid to approach someone you admire
and ask them how they got there. I got some of
my best advice like this!” (International Policy
Officer at the Department of Defence; former
Policy Graduate at the Department of Defence)

“I would encourage students to take advantage of
international opportunities such as exchanges.
They are very formative and valued highly by
employers. Internships are also a great way to test
the waters, but students should ensure it is worth
their time if they are unpaid. Do your research,
and ensure the company or organisation has a
good framework for taking in volunteers. Those 
 that do will often have established volunteer
agreements. I would also avoid the temptation to
compare myself to others. LinkedIn is a fantastic
resource, but for some, it can also cause feelings of
anxiety and stress. Everyone's career journey is
different, so stay true to your values and don't
feel afraid to take a  break from networking from
time to time." (Policy Analyst at Australian
Federation of AIDS Organisations)
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“What you study doesn't matter as much as the
experience you bring to the table. Make sure
you volunteer or work in the field you're
interested in as much as possible during
university.” (Policy Officer at NSW Government -
DPIE, Climate Change and Sustainability
Division; former Assistant Policy Officer at
University of Sydney)

“Apply for plenty of roles. It is vital to have
experience with application processes, especially
for graduate programs, and becoming familiar
with aptitude testing and interviews is all
beneficial regardless of the result.” (Policy Officer
at Queensland Government; former Graduate
Policy Officer at Queensland Government)

“Follow your interests rather than relying on a
specific career strategy. Many of the experiences I
had while at university were purely driven by my
personal interests but ended up having a
professional benefit.” (Founder/Marketing and
Communications Consultant at Flora Street;
former Stakeholder Communications Manager at
Lowy Institute)

“I underestimated the power of networking,
especially in a smaller or more competitive field.
I'm still not working in my desired field at the
moment (heritage management/consulting) but I
am working on building my connections now for
when I do change industries. And those
relationships are invaluable. LinkedIn is a great
resource in that respect, marketing yourself as
someone who is interested in X field and seeking
connections. There are always people willing to
share their experiences and assist you in some
fashion. You might not get a job offer straight  

away but you will still be able to build
connections within your profession and use them
in the future. Also, learning how to address
selection criteria and format a resume is a basic
skill and careers service at your university is a great
way to learn these things for free and get a good
starting point. 

I submitted 33 graduate position applications
before getting a full-time job and with each one I
got better and better so it's all experience in the
end. My current role is not in my desired field, but
I now have the experience in addressing selection
criteria and writing my resume.” (Community
Engagement Officer at Universities Admissions
Centre)

“If you're looking to get some experience outside
of your degree, think outside the box about
what might complement your studies and make
you employable. Also, taking initiative is well
regarded. Sometimes it pays to send an unsolicited
email introducing yourself and simply asking to
have a chat with an organisation.” (Strategic
Engagement, International Cyber Policy at The
Australian Strategic Policy Institute)

“For applications, be aware of your experiences
and be aware of the STAR method for answering
behavioural interview questions. Have broad
experience - employers want to see that you will
go outside your comfort zone and do a variety of
things that are aligned with your interest and
career objectives. Be self-aware – avoid acting like
you are perfect - be honest about your areas for
improvement and show it as a positive (e.g.:
working for them could help you to improve).”
(Policy Officer at Australian Public Service)
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“Keeping track of and building relationships with
potential referees. Part-time work is also
critical. Avoid applying for everything and only
apply for what you want and really target your
applications to those roles in which you can put
forward a strong case for your motivation and
relevance to the employer.” (Public Servant at
Victorian Government, former Intern at Victorian
Government)

“99% of it is actually showing up consistently to
events, getting to know faces and names. It is
the only way to establish lasting connections that
help you in the future.” (Policy Officer at
Victorian Department of Premier and Cabinet;
former Customer Service Representative at
Australian Taxation Office)

“Planning is important - plan quarterly activities
and do monitoring visits!” (Child protection
Trainer at Save the Children)

“Make sure you tailor every application to
demonstrate you are the right fit for the recruiter.
Develop an efficient time management system so
you are not only able to juggle university with all
your other commitments but do your best in
them as well.” (Government Services Officer at
Australian Public Service)

“Analyse what graduates prior to yourself or
employees at your targeted company have on
their resumes. Try to replicate similar
experiences to increase your chances. Also,
reaching out and connecting on LinkedIn to the
teams may also be beneficial, especially if you are
interested in similar areas of work.” (Human
Rights and Social Impact Consultant at KPMG)

“Doing volunteer work can be very helpful.
Volunteer work is a fantastic way to get
administrative experience, and it is normally easier
to rise to leadership positions faster within
volunteer-run organisations, especially if you
volunteer somewhere regularly. Regularly attend
events for organisations that you want internships
or jobs with. Especially in cases where the
organisation is rather small, by regularly showing
up to their events and talking to the people there,
the people there might get to know you, and you
can more easily demonstrate that you have an
interest in that organisation. Adapt your resume
and application to target the role that you are
aiming for.” (Assistant Language Teacher at Akita
City Board of Education - JET Programme)

“Don't think you have to get into the APS
graduate stream to set yourself up. There are
many more direct entry positions that aren't as
competitive. If you have the option, start
somewhere like an NGO or a social enterprise
because they will give you many more leadership
and managerial opportunities.” (Analyst at
Department of Defence; former Account Manager
at Community Shapers)

“Creating something unique that makes you
stand out from other candidates who've done the
same internships or degrees like a business,
publication, organisation, or university society.
Having something original makes you
memorable, not only that, but it tests your
abilities at a high level and gets you comfortable
with discomfort/new experiences.” (Digital
Strategy & Design Graduate at Deloitte Digital;
former Electorate Officer at Parliament of
Australia)
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“Utilise LinkedIn and network actively with
industry professionals during your study. When
you contact someone, start by introducing
yourself, what you study and what your career
goals are, and end by saying that you would be
interested to hear about relevant opportunities
they may know of. 

Establish strong relationships with academic
staff because they will not only assist you with
your study but also can write recommendation
letters for your job/admission for further
study/scholarship applications. Believe in yourself
and give everything your best shot even when you
think that you do not qualify for a position.”
(Paralegal and Incoming Graduate at Baker
McKenzie; former Summer Clerk at Baker
McKenzie)
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For feedback, queries or collaboration, 
please contact aus.pacyd@gmail.com
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